
       
RETREATS TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

 

1. The reservation of a retreat participant is only confirmed after the full price of the retreat has 
been paid according to Iryna Business Yoga sign up guidelines. Once sign up has been 
completed, the retreat participant will receive an email from Iryna Business Yoga with 
confirmation of participation and travel logistics details.  

2. Iryna Business Yoga retreats are non-refundable. In case of a cancellation Iryna Business Yoga 
reserves the right to keep the submitted payment for the retreat.  

3. If agreed with Iryna Business Yoga in advance, there is a possibility to transfer this payment to 
join the next scheduled retreat with the same/similar value.  

4. In case the number of retreat participants does not reach the required number, Iryna Business 
Yoga reserves the right to cancel or re-schedule the retreat. In that case, retreat participants will 
be informed immediately with an option to reimburse the retreat price or to sign up for a new 
date of the retreat and use their submitted payment to cover this new retreat. 

5. Travel to Iryna Business Yoga retreats’ location is not covered in the price unless mentioned 
otherwise on the retreat’s page. For details on what is included in the retreat’s price, please 
refer to the retreat’s dedicated page or email with questions to iryna@irynabusinessyoga.com. 

6. Retreat participants will need to bring their own yoga mats. There is an option of renting yoga 
mats from Iryna Business Yoga for the duration of the retreat or purchasing them from Iryna 
Business Yoga. In case of questions on yoga mat’s rent or purchase, please contact us 
at iryna@irynabusinessyoga.com. 

7. Retreat participants will be included into the regular newsletter mailing list automatically, unless 
they choose to opt out or unsubscribe from it.  

8. Iryna Business Yoga’s method is based on clear instructions and safe techniques, but 
participation in the retreat is at all times at retreat participant’s risk. 

9. Meals during Iryna Business Yoga retreats are vegetarian. In some retreats where it is 
mentioned in the retreat's description - we serve local seafood options that can be substituted 
with a vegetarian option. By signing up for a retreat, participants accept this diet and respect it 
throughout the full duration of retreats. In case of allergies or food intolerances, participants 
need to mention it in the registration form and we will ensure to provide additional vegetarian 
options. 

10. Alcohol and drugs usage is not allowed during Iryna Business Yoga retreat and violation of point 
(10) and point (9) can lead to expelling participant from the retreat without a refund and any 
costs coverage due to the early departure (plane, train ticket, etc.). 

11. Participation in all the activities during Iryna Business Yoga retreat, including, but not limited to 
the sailboat, hiking, bike and excursion trips, is at all times at retreat participant’s risk.  
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